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Introduction
"ler

Historically, higher education'has seen slow to change and rela-

tively unaffected by major shifts in its societal context. -Hence, pOlicy-

. makers.have not used anticiOatory long-range planning as d major tool

10ecisionmaking. The 1980s, however, appear to bec'a particularly un-

-

4

stable period for America, with changes coming that will have sweeping t

implications for colleges and universities. 'This paper outlines the .

likely alternative futures mhich higher education may face in the next

decade 'and presents suggestions for-teloptent of a strategic Planning

capability in response.

The future resembles a tree: the trunk is unitary, as is the present;

the many branches are. the different alternative futuresv . As we walk up

the trunk toward the branches (through the present into the future), each

choice.we make cuts off a branch (removes a'n alternative option). By the

time we get to the location of the branches (by the time the present be-

comes the future), only one branch is left (the new present) and again

a host of alternative futures stretches out bekre

The ffejor demographic, technological, economic, and political branches

of the futUre Of higher edut'ation are.discussed below. Some of these

osectors are almost coMpletely predetermined; here, potential responses

'are limited to different reactive options. Oter prospective developments

can be shaped if educational policymakers anticOate them, 'Suggestions

are presented for tiowhhigher education might accomplih this. Such an

approaa provides a method of planning for all probable contingencies,

assigning resources 'on ihe basis of-relative likelihood and de-6rabi1ity.
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SHIFTS IN STUDENT POPULATION

'Demographic trends will have a majOr impact,gfi higher educa-

tibrV'in the 1980s. Change will occur iR the number of students, the

mix of different age geoups in the stuclent p6Pulation, the geographic
,

4.

distribution of educational demand, and the .special needs students bring

to the learning environment. In turn, these shifts will have major

implications for enrollment projections, the proprtionae demand for% -

different types of courses,..a'nd the management'of growth and decline i

postsecoRdary institutions.

lianges in the Age Structure of the Population

Between 1980 and 1990, the population aged 18-24 in the U.S. will

f

v.
,__

,.decrease by 2.6 million, a decline of 15%.
k

This decrease follows ag
.

,
i

#period o growth caused by the "baby boom after'World War dI. The "baby..
,.

- .

9bust" generation of the 1960s is now beginning to enter colleges and
.

4

universities. This will significantly,affect attendance, since in 1975-

48% of the total enrollment in higher education (and'64% of the under-

'graduate enrollment) came from this age cohort.

During the 1980s, the number of adults age 35 and over will increase. 2'.

0

Moreover, the proportion of adUlts seeking higher educatioo may grow. Be-

cause df economic change, needs for career mobiliiy,,and rapid technologiCal '
%

developments.affecting job skills, many a dults will seek formal occuptional

, retraining. (bne Census sample found that one-third of American adults

surveyed had changed occupations' in the past fiA years.) There issalso

'a growing demand for informal adult education, stemming in part from a

0
desire for a balanced, mix of education, work, and leisure throughout the

lifespan.
3

.
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Ultimately, the impact of these two changes in population size on

public.hjgher education is uncertain. . Since college attendance is not

nandatoiiy, a potential loss of enrollment can Se counteracted if a
. .

larger percentage of adults is recruited.as students: A recent American

,Council on Education study lists twelve ways to achieve such increases,

including noising high school graduation rates, cutting attrition among

current students, and enrolling students who now taRe courses from

industrial, employers. 4

. peograPhic Distribution of Educational Demand

j General figures on population size are less useful to colleges and
\

univiersities than Osaggregated data on demographic shifts in their own

enrollment region. The deviations among-different*states from average
4

U05. population figures can be quite large. For example, the American'

Counctl on Education projects that, from 1975-1985, the 18 year old
,

dbpulation will drop by 50% in Rhode Island and 44% in the District of

Columbia, whjle Vstng 32% in Nev'ada and 26% in Nort# Carolina. Even

such stateWide figures are too general for detailed planning; county by

county net migration patterns Would be more uSeful, especially in a

'rapidly growing state such as Texas.

Soine overall trends in geographic distribution canlie noted. Sun-
. -

-;

belt states are experiencing net population in-migration. anibral cities

are declining iA size, while suburban and nob-metropolitan areas are

growing.
5

In general, publically supported instituttons located near

largesuburban areas, structured to accommodate part-time students, with

healthy graduate enrollments and an environment at4active to foreign and
0 ,

non-white students will be relatively more prosperous than four-year private

3
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colleges loCated in ruralareas and totally dependent on full-tke

boarding students:

SpRcial Needs of Students

Part-time students have different educational needs than the tradi-
,

tional postsecondary student population (and generally are more expen-

sive 'for collegepd universities to service). .Since 1970, part-time

enrollment 1-6s increaSed.from 32% to 40% of to6l enrollment and is

expected to continue growing: Certainly, if hi§her.education attracts

more adWts in the 35-and-over age cohort, the historical model of

instraction geared to fulT-time, on-campus students will shift toward

increasingly flexible, 'decentralized, and non-formal activities.

The number of foreign students seeking admission to colleges and

universities may be subsiantial. In 1976-77, over 200,000 foreign.non-

immigrants attended American academic institutiOns (how much this will
,k

change as international tensions increase'is uncertaln)A These students--
-

usually.men majoring in engineeing, busine'ss,management, and the

sciences--have specfal language andwculturarneeds whfch pose extra

burdens for higher education.

Two factors which have very great implications for elementary and
,

secondary education in.the 1980s may also affect colleges and univgrsitie5...

First, households are likely to become smallercand less traditional; by

1985, only dbout 40% of the population will be living families Of three

or more persons. Many more young womei will be childless, unmarried;

working. Separation, divorce, and remarriage are all increasing. Use of

childcare is becomving routine as a greater number of families have tWo

wage-earners. PotehtiallY, higher education coUld offer services tb help

4
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adults adjutt to these changing cultural patterns.

-Second, low income.and minority students are irifreasingly becoming

cOncentrated in the central cities. Projections show white populatias

in the core of large cities decreasing by up to 27% from 1970 tothe

year 2000, while non-white populations increase by up td 85. lso,

large numbers of non-Ennisii speaking Hispanic and.Asi.an immigrants are

migrating to.uban,areas. Legal immigrants have'recently averaged 4

million per decade in the U.S., while illegal immigrants are today
1 .

estimated :it between 2 and 12 million people. it is likely that, by the

end of the 1980s, Hispanics will be the largest' minority group in the

country..

INationwide, the proportion of adults Ts 18-24 who are from minority

groups will increase from 15.3% in 1980 to 17.9% in 1990. To the extent

that these students attend college, they will require special instructional

servises.

Summary

,

Demographic changes are relatively predictable,events, yet Oucatoi-s.

0

I.

have historically failed to plab for these shifts and'have encountered

major difficulties in consequence.. The management of growth .and decline

willAbe a crucial area for higher eduGation in the 1980s, and'anticipatory

planning is'needed. For example, one strategy for campuses with failing

enrollments would be.to make a smooth transition to. smaller budgets,
1'

decreased personhel, and a reduced physical plant. An alte.qative strategy

might be.to redirect the mission of the institution toward providing hew
.

client gro-ups with additional,serviceSuch as university-industry "partner-
,

shiNs for productivity"). Policy Analyses of the relative costs and benefits

of sucD options need to be done far in advance of actual enrollment declines.

5-



EMERGIK DEVELOPMENTS IN EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY

Recent and_largely unanticipated breakthroughs., in the informatian'
4
41;

technologies stem likely to alter American workplaces.and comunities
,
over the next spveraf decades. Such'a shift will change,the needs of

students in higher education in a dramatic-fashion. MOreoVer, these

new technologies offer the potential to expand greatly bOth the rafiqe

,

ofmethods used to teach sophisticated cogniti've skills and the size

and diversity of the clientele who.can be reached by educational

delivery systems.
A

The Emerging Knowledgq-Based Society

As civilization becomes mor, complex, accOrate and accessible 9nforma-

tion grows increasingly central -to economic prosperity.
6

Daniel Bell has

argued that.the United States is entering a "post-industrial" period, in

'which:

- -services supplant manufacturing as the major source of eMployment

--information serves as a resource, a production factor, and a

commodity

- -economic growth is largely predicated on scientific 'discovery and

technological invention7
. ,

, The new Communications,technologies are likely to play a majoi. role
.. ,

in.the emergence of this new economy, since information has certain unique

characieristics,as a commodity:

a. it is reproducible .very chemly compared to the-cost of .its

original creation; such "theft" does not remove the information

from its original owner.

. .

b. it can be transported ihstantly and 'inexpensively anywher6 in

0

\,

7
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the world over communication lines.

'c. itslifetime, which can be very brief, is crucial in deter-

mining its value8

From these characteristics come problems with computer crime, copyr'ight

and-patent,lawS, the flow of data among nations,yreperty tax laws, and.

conflicts tetween-the'private value of information and the public 1n7

terest in its free disSemination.

At least two major types of occupational shifts are being driven

by the emerging information technologies. Firsta new tier, of indeustries

/is emerging to become the heart of the information-centered economY. Two'

sectors of these industries)cawbe identified:

1. The primary sector deals with he producers of telecommunica6ons

hardware and the generation and sale of information.. It includes

diverse groups such, as-the computer and communications indtstries,

typewriter Manufacturers, newspaper pub)ishers, and film producers.

2. The gecondary sector is Composed of internal information services

and products within am organization. For example, internal ac-
,

.counting and production management and inventory control systems

aee included
9

Second, the emergence of an "intelligen't workplace" in traditional
.

.sectors of the economy--with mIcroprocessors-incorporated into tools and
.

.information management/telecommunications,sivstems on.the desk.of every

professional or technical employee-7will create massive shifts in job

roles. This bnew industrial revoiuti"On" will eliminate many lower level

skill jobs while simultaneously creating new occupations which demand

intensive higher order cognitive functioning. Combined, these two sets,/

7,
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of shifts in the economic sectarr mean that few employees will have jobs

at he end of this decade which are,untouched by the new communications

technologies.
--

America cannat afford to fall behind other countries in making

these transformations.to a new industrial. base. Already, the U.S. DoSi=

tion in the internal marketplace is threatened by the lead of West

Germany and Japan in technology/huMan, productivity. Between 1970 and

1977, the percentage increase in GNP.per employee was 30in Jar*,

in West Germany, 23% France, 14% in the U.K., 112% in Canada, 12, in

- Italy--but only 8% in tli-e U.S.10 In'the past several yefts, the U.S.

rate of increase has been very nearly zero.
*

While many factors havOeen.cited as explanations for lowered

American productivity, 11 increasing the amount and efficiency of worker-.

related education'seems central to improving the national'economic and

defense situation. Otherwise, the transition to a knowledge-based society

J will not bring the return to affluence that Americans expect an4

. Changes in the Workplace

The impact of information technology on occupationl skills has' been

very 'large since the Second World War. 'From 1949 to 1965, about 8000 .

types of jobs disappeared from the U.S. labor market (due largely to the1 4 '

spread of automaticm); more,than 6000 new types of jobs developed over the

same period.
12

Since these figures were compiled, with the amount of

information processing tliat can be done per unit time and cost doubling

every two 3/ears, the processing canabilities of computers have increased c

*/'

by a factOr of 256!
1.

. Many workersnow must retrain three or four fimes during their
--4,

8



careers.because of the swiftness cif technological advance. For example,

the electrical industry is experiencing such rapid change that-about 10:'

of' its technical knowledge becomes obsolete every year, and the elec.:

trical worken' union has fifty-seven full-time members constantly up-

dating its textbooks.13
. With the new communications technologies driving

an industrial transformation, for the next two decades many occupations

may become so transient that ccmplete retraining will-be required every

four to five years.

The advent of the microprocessor will increase the already fast pae

of technological thange to a frenzied Pitch. Miceocircuitry can replace

nundreds of moving parts, redefining and reducing the number of jobs in

industOés such as cash register 'production and watchmaking. Robots will

alter the environment of the assembly _line, changing industries such as

energy equipment manufacturing and weapons production. Printing, textiles,

metal nd plastic fabricatio.1, instrument engineering, electronics, ship-

, building, and aircraftjabrication are illustrative of the range of

Companies likely to be affected. Communications, chemical/petrological,

14geological, and medical industries will undergo sweeping alterations.

'The manufacturing industries are not alone in the coming tide of new

information technolly applications. Insurance and banking, stock harviling
ip

and mail delivery, librarians, draftsmen, programmers, accountant..

secretaries, cashiers, and sales clerks are examples of the lower level

jobs in the service industries which may charge. The skill shiftS" at

upper managerial and adMinistrative levels will be even Ore profound, as

newcommunications channels and information synthesis systems redefine

professional roles. The "half life" of advanced degreesalready

9



only five or six years for many areas of engineeringwill dwinde for

the whole spectrum of business and technical personnel.

The overall magOtude of occ,OpationaT transformationbetween the

incorporation of microprocessors into tools and the eMergence of new

tiers of inforMation industries--will be comparable to the industrial

. or agricultural revolutions.' The immediate effects on sOciety will be

greater and more disruptiv,e than even these two historical shifts because

the time scale will be compressed; the transition to a new economic base

will take not centuries or generations, but decades. Societal resistance

to sUch sudden change will be overpowered by desires for economic re=
. , .

surgence and global preeminance.

Fully half the jobs in the Yellow Pages will have begun to alter by -

1990--and then the-oncOming revolution in biological technologies (e.q.)

recombinant DNA applications) willbegin to impact occupational roles!

Higher education must change 'swiftly and proactvei,y to meet these emerging

needs.

Altered Occupational Skills

Some questions exist as to the specific ways in which the new com-

munications technologies will change job roles. For example, some Argue

that "intelligent" tools will allow workers to be quite stupid (and hence-

will obviate the necessity for much occupational training). One example

of such a situation is McDonalds: the personnel need only find and punch

the pictures of hamburger's, fries, shakes, etc. on the electronic cash

register; and the machine ca,lculates the total bill and dispenses change.

Since the food is preboxed and colorcoded, no higher Order cognitiVe skills

whatsoever are required in such a job!

10
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However, for each bccupation.like McDonalds, a_multitude of job

roles will.emerge similar to word procesSingitext editing/information

management positions. One such professional, properly trained, can

do the work of five clerk/typists. The employer canlay this idforma-,
17

tion synthests specialist three times what a secretary makes, purchase

the machine invdived, pay lotl,training, maintenance, etc: and still

save money--hence, the "new industrial revolution." .However, a great

many higher Order cognitive and professional/affective skills are required

of the,employee, nor can the machine simply beused as a typewriter with

an electronically correcting screen!

A second issue concerns what types of complex skills workers will

need.to use "intelligent" tools. Anaive conception i; that univer§al

technical literacy will be required, with each employee fluent in com-

puter languages, engineering jargon, and mathematical constructs. While

such abilities will be in demand during the "new industrial revolution,"

most jobs will not necessitate these types of knowledge.

In actuality, the workplace will become a.set of human/machine

partnerships,.in which the device will accomplish what it can and the

person,will supplement what microprocessors can't cost-effectively be

programmed to do. Information-based tools can be constructed.to do

technical things well, but are not skilled at being flexible, creative,

or making decisions given incomplete information (all of which humans do

adeptly, if trained). Communications devices' capabilities for complex.

pattern recognition, evaluation, and synthesis are also quite limited.

Hence, the "new basics" required of workers--and, in a broader sense,'

the emerging altered definition of human intelligence--will center on_

I.

.6



\Nse'
largely non-technical skills which in many/ways reslemble those taught

-in a "liberal arts, general educationurriceum.

Third, changes in the attitudinal and institutional structure of

the workplace'will inevitably accompany the incorporation of communica-

tions technologles fnto, job roles. Not all stagnation in productivity.

can be attributed to inadequate ,training or to outmoded capital equip--

*nt; a predominant "hate work" mentaliTey and pooruworker management

approaches also are significant problems.

Attitudes of dislike for Work and indifference to' quality of per-

Tormance often stem either from not'feeling challenged and inte sted by

the job or from a sense of unnecessary Aratification and exploitation,

by Ote employer. '"Intelligent': tools, by removing the routine and boring

aspects.of many occupations, will aid in combating worker ennui, but may

increase employee allation if sufficient interaction with co-wOrkers

is not retained or if increa§esin salary and stature are not con-
e

, 0

commitant With new skill§ 'acquired.. In Europe, and through a-different

1 variant in. Japan,'more technically sophisticated work forces often have

_demanded increased "economic democracy."

Economic democracy is a movement committed to increasing the frivolve-

ment andcommitment of the worker to his/her employer througNenhancing

the worker's participation in decision-making.
15

Traditional rewards of
. 0

wages, possibilities of promotion, and steady employment (all Ourrently

becoming difficult for employers to offer) seem to be less important

when workers have an increased level of satisfaction 'and motivation from

shared control over the.Work environmept. Such joint decttion-maklng-
.

can take,the form of work teams or autonomous work groups,..co-determination

12
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on governing boards by representatives of both management and labor,

and even worker self-management via elected councils which make alio

major policy decisions for the firm.

As With the communicatiOs technologies, an implementation of

soMe form Of economic democracY in the American workplace would require

changed in the-skills of the labor force. These would include enhanced

abilities to participate in group decisions, the capacity for increased

individual deCision-making, cooperative skills, and the ability to give

and receive.training. Such skills will require increased work=related

education to 'achife. In turn, workers with augmented.responsibilities

in decision-making might well choose to increase the amount of job-related

training available, as education may be peeceived as an essential COM-

ponent in maintaining an economic democracy ehVironment.

Broader Societal Shift$

The family and community liVes of workers will also be dramatically

affected by thevew information techno/ogies (Wise 1980)1 The demarca-,

tion between job and personal life,will be weakened as communicatidns

devices enable occupational roles to be performed at home--and vice

yersa.
16

Interpersonal relationships will be affected by an increase

in cbmmunication via machines and a ressening of direct experience. The

-effeCtive size of families and communities will grow as interaction at

a distance.becomes cheaper and easier. The strains of continuai-re-

training will reduce the.time and.energy,workers have for the rest of'

their lives, until increased affluence.allows a reduction in working'

hours. -These--and many, many other probable shifts--cannot be covered

in the space available, but illustrate the multiplicity of challenges

13
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which higher edueaiion will confront.

Moreover, the.vays in which the new communications technologies

affect postrsecondary education will be'shapedIty all the Other socipl

forces interactin9 in. the 1980s. Demographic, economic,and political
:-

developments will be influential-in determining'how and when these

. devices are implemented. It does7,seem likely, however, that economic

pressurewill compel a rapid and massive adoption of information-based

rules despite the traditional ineetia of the workplace, although the

array of T4tentil policies whic could-affect these decisions is large::

Even in higher education, traditionally very resistant to-new approaches,

theSe cothmunications devices will reshape job roles.

Breakthroughs in Information Utilization

Education ha's always been constrained by the cost of information:17

- -A printed page has.abciuf 10,000 bits of informationand cost

about 3¢.

--A colored slide has about 250,000 bi.t.sof information and costs

°About 50.
.

40,

- -A half hour color motion picture has about 10,000,000,000 bits of

'information and costs about $700.

--Organized real world environments.such as technical,labs and field

trips are even rither in the amount of information available, bwt

also much more expensive. Mahy.types of job-related education

"Ae limited by the costs of such experiences.

The emerging communications technologies offer a means of dramatically

reducing the cost of information in theecurriculum, while simultaneously

enhancing interaction and convenience.

14



'The power of the emerging information technoloqig makes major

cost reductions possible.The personal computers.purchasable today
v-

for less than one thousand dollars are twenty times faster and cost two

hunared times less than Pstate of the art" computer'systems in 1953

(Licklider 1979). The videodisks now being marketed for about twenty

dollars each contain about'fifty thousand images of video infogiation,

The digital videodisk, which will be operationa) by the mid-19B0s, can

use these images to store about ten billion "bits" of information (eqUi-
r"

valent to one thousand books).

An electron beam device, "writing" on a small wafer of semiconduxtor0'

Material, r:an stare about one hundred billion bits-7roughly ten-thousand
+Sm..

books. Magnetic bubble memories, are expected tarcondense even larger

amounts of ilformationfperhaps.the entire Library,of Congress will be

stared in a voLime-sized container.

i Optical fibers the diameter of a human flair cah .carry more than

one hundred million bits per seCond (ten books per second). Laser

printers, controlled by computers, can produce several pages of hign

quality text and graphics per second: Satellite telecommunications

advances allow the capability of delivering this volume of information

rapidly and cheaply to individual households, in either'text or video

form,

.By the early 1990s, computers will be approximately thirty times

more powerful than at present. A complete microdomputer system the

.volume o1 a display case will have the capacity for a library at least

the tize of twenty-five major reference works.
18

The top part of the
*

case can be a full-color screen which displays text, htgh-resolution
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graphics,-land'pictgies complete l!eyboard and speech syntheizer can

( ,

be stored'in the bottom: The computer coreof the device can have the

memory and the program needed for 5ophislicated processing of tudent
.

. -.,

work (answer'checking, search for error patterns, tutoring,,coaching,.
.

mapping student knowledge, speeeh reopnition, branching basea on,

errors, etc.:).
.

.

Two-way, interactive transmiaion of information yia cable systems
_

0
linked to hom e television sets will be almost universal. This:allows

for "narroN.atting" capabilities; using "packet switchin,g," forty house-

holds simultaneously tuned to the same chinnel could recieye, at their

individual discretions, forty diffei:ept programs. A sjngle.large com-

puter could interact with hundreds.of homes all at.the same time via

tiffibsharing strategies..;

How will these 'advances enhapce the instructional process in higher

education? Eiriefly, the computer, the videodisk, and communications

networks have the potentia

1. improve instruction in conventional vocational, career, and

adult education subjects,,

2. allow the efficient teaching of types of knowledge and skills

pi.eviously too expensi to include in the'occupational curri-

culum (e.g. sophisticated laboratory procedures and instrumentp

tion),

and

A

3. impuime the Oality of research into the.teacKing/learning

process.,'

Moreover, unlike direct human/instruction, the size of groups taught
;-
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-by tpleComqunications can be very large without increasing costs or
*

adversely affecting quality.
%

The Promise of Information TechnologOn tducation

Historically, technological devices have been.of little aid in

higher education becaup they were capable of onlya very-basic__
teaching functions (such as drill-and-practice) compared to the wide

range of instructional--skiils used in teaching the adult, vocational

and career edUcation curriltluM: Between nowpand the end orthe eighties-,

developments in the power, cost,.speed, and memory of the inforMatiOn

technologies 'Will create atwide range of new educational functionalities,

-which are listed below:

Hand-Held Compaers-

--drill and practice 4

- -presentation of simple material, with questions to test assimilation
--2response to student-initiated questions on a specific topic
--simple games which'buil0,basic remedial skills (such as spelling)

Microcomputers
.1

- -complex games to build higher order skills (such as advanced math)
-rsimple interactive simulations (Lich as modeling lab equipment)
--simple "microworlds" (e.g. what would happen if gravity behaved

differently)
- -voice input and output

.

--computer art and music
- 7word processing and spelling/gramMatical correction
--authoring programs (enabling faculty to create instructIonal

packages)

--computer-managed instruction
- -information manageMent, data-retrieval, and recordkeeping

(' 'Mainframe Computers

--complex simulations and microworlds
--complex presentation of databases (e.g. a 3-D tour through an

architectural structure)
- -sophisticated electronic library

17
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'Computer Networks

- -electronic mail

--computer conferencing
--transfer of large data bases

, Mass lelecommunicatiOns
I.

4

I.

--instructional delivery tos multiple extra-school settings
(one7way or ilnteractive)

- -dramatic, Vicarious experience'(with corresponding affective
overlay) .

--simple models of skilled performance (e.g. titration, word
processor usage)

'.Interactiveyideodisk *

I =-complex models of skilled performance ,(e.g. electronics
4agnosis and repair, surgery)

- -sulvogate travel (such as a thp through an art museum or a
factory with the student controlling speed and angle of view

TVs list is incomplete, end many of the labels are too narrow to

convey the full spectrum of capabilittes possible) 9
It, will take a

long time,for.educators to master completely how best to use this range

(four hundred years after its lidevelopment, instructional usage of the

book is still 1:;eing refined). Nonetheless-, these sample functionalities

illustrate how certain instructional properties and attributes ofhese

devices can be matched to the learning process, thereby,enhancing the

efficiency and effectiveness of occupationaf'education.

FOr example, as a result of these new functionalities, types of

knowledge and skills previously too expensive to be included in jbb-

related education can be taught On a cost-effective basis. Words, symbols,

and line drawings are cheap anepowerful (in both inforMation and monetary

terms); historically, the vocational curriculum has,tended to emphasize

subjeCts which can be taught primarily in this manner. A difftculty

which such an appr6tchl poses is that words and symbols pre good for

18'



teaching complex procedura) such as laboratory 'procedifres, medical

skills, advanced writing, eguipMent troubleshooting, and.instrumenta-
.4

tign usage.. Occupation-related education has tended to teach "what"

rather than "how,-" but changes in America's industrial base and

emerging predominance of professional and technical jobs are forcing

an emphasis on Mow."

The functiOnalities listed unde'r "Microcomputers, "Mainframe.

Computers," and Interactive Videodisk" indicate aR incipient gapalnlity

to teach complex, higher order procedural skills cheaply via technological

,fsimulation. In fact, these types of knowledge (which are characterized.
A

by a limited range of "right answers") are parttcularly well suited to

JAing taught by instructional.devices. As a result, students will be-

came Eetter able to coMmunicate, to organize information, to formulate

14
strategies when presented with complex real world phenomena-, and to

emulateexpert performance. Such skills will make graduates very

desirable in the occupational marketplace.

Also, hand-held cbmputers (with hardware costing about twenty

dollars total and replacable memory chips 'available'for less than a

dollar apiece) can replace or supplement textbooks, refe'rence works,.
11.0'

and handouts. Speech input and output can be added tj'these del/ices

without greatly incrdasing their cost. Using such technologies,

students can interactively learn basic material at their convenience,

tailoring the delivery system to their learning style and reducing both

individua) and institutional investments in unalterable printed materials.

Costly contact with human instructors can then be targeted to advanced

questions and sophisticated cognitive skills.'
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Finally, the quality of research into the teachinig/learning-pro-

*cess-cin be 'greatly improved by using communications.technoloiges for

instructionl delivery. All these devi&A can'unobtrusively'and

cheaply measure key variables Isuch as student time on task, ,esponse

\

time to questions, percentage of errOrs in answering items, pattern of

mistakes made, and tutoring sequences °chosen. As a result, information '1

, -

previously unobtainable about individual perforpance can be garnered as

a byproduct of i uction.without elaborate human recordkieping. Further;

as teaching devlees are tailored to learner response-geoid alternative

instructiona'l mdalities tested,.the success cirfailure of different

approaches will provide'invaluable insight into the basic nature of

higher order human learning.

a

From such research, an "applied educational stience can emerge.

Cognitive psychology, ergonomics (studies of human-machine'partnership),

and educational research all would benefit greatly -from the fundamental

knowTehe thus'gained. In turn, the applications of these new insights

could be used in industrial trajning and adult education. Comparable

gains in educational theory using data collected sole)y from huMan

Anstruction.wouldpe prohibitively expensive; thus, the eme\ging informa

tion technologies offer'the promise of a fundamental breakthrough in

understanding the workings'of the mind.

Altered teashing and research Strategies are by no means the only

impact of the information technololies'on higher education. Many more

shifts in instructional practice are.likely as a result of the new

'ommunications devices than can be detailed here. 20 One important Issue

which merits discussion is the increased numbers of students who wtll

20
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need job7related edutation in tlie 1980$: Previous sections have in-

dicated that most workers will require some form'of retraining; how,
, , e

f;`given current realities, can this large groUp of potential client
. e-%

reached?

New Delivery System--New Markets

Mass telecommunications and coMputer networking have'the capabi'L.

lity of greatly,expanding the ndmber of students served by post-second61-y

educators.. Demand for job-ralatgd training has always been limited

constraints on the Oyes of older, working'students. Historically, to

allow even part of the working population to attendinstruction, institu-,

tions have,had to provide classetwot night.or on weekends Pt location

. other tban the campus; altered admiSsions requirements and formal entry

standards; and special services such as- lower fees, special counselors,

financial aid, bu,siness and job plgement, expanded office hours, and

chil0 care. While expanding, occupation-related education has been seen^

aS an important priority in America's economic productivity, the diffi-,

culties of providing increased trainibg using conventional instrUctional

methods have been formidable.

As Inaicated in the list of functionalities earlier;:the new com-

munications technologies offer capabilities which may ameliorate some

of these problems for adults and workers. Interactive delivery of highly

specialized instruction to home or workplace settings will be easy and

cheap bythe late 1980s. The more.basic aspects of training can be:com-

municated by devices (either hand-held or.home-based) from which students

,,can learn individually at their convenience. Computer networking offers

the potential for better "cooperation at a distance" strategies than

21
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education/industry partnerships have been able to achieve with more

traditional forMs of communication. Students can transac,t necessary

business With different sectors of the institution without having to

appear physically on the campus. Limitations on time, location and

individualization will be grtatly lessened.
6

tn.

r

How many new clients will be able to avail themselves of.educational

4services as these historic constraints are removed is not certain, but--

given 6Ie magnitude of change in job roles-America is facing ia the next

decade--it seems very probable that a high pertehtage of all worker, will
41,

wish to receive job-related training if it is reasonably convenient. How

large a potential demand could develop?

EstiMates of enrollment in non-collegiate post:secondary schools in

1976 range'.from 1,399,000
21

to 3,066,000,
22

so"the uncertainty in such

figures is high. Over sixty percent of the wOmen and over eighty percent'

of the,men enrolled were employed full-time (many,also attending school

full-time). A greater percentage bf the working poOulation might well

choose to receive training from these vocational/technical institutes,

,er
technical schoo1.81, business/office schools, cosmetology/barber schools,

fligtA schools, tradd schools, arts design institutes, hospital schools,

- allied health schools, and the like if alteynative technologically-based

delivery systems were available.

On the collegiate level in"1976, community colleges enrolled between

243,000 and 352,000 students around age twenty in occupational curricula

(about 70% of all Associate of Arts degrees that year). Significant

numbers of the non-collegiate post-secondary students in vocational

schools might be lured to community colleges if more flexible forms of

22
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ins ructional deliverywere utilized, so both cOmpetition and the total

size of this market may grow as the new communications devices become

more prevalent.

Continuing work-related education (employer-provided) encompasses

a less formal and less understood market. Quantitative data ip this area

is generally sparse, and estimatesvary widely: It appears that formal .

training is currently provided by less than half of all firms, but by

more than 80% of large firms. The number.of workers involved in formal

training in any year is about one in five in big firms and a lesser Pro--4
portion in smaller enterprises. Cost estimates have ranged from 100

billion dollars per year'(formal and informal training, direcNend in-

direct costs)--which was 12 percent of all wages and salary payments 'in

that year--to as small as three billion dollars per year; the majority

of researchers give figures of ten to twenty-five billion doll-ars per

year. sContinuing professional education and labor-sponsored training

would add to the size of these estimates.

This is a markk likely to.expand considerably with the advent of

the "new industrial revolulion," and most employers will be seeking

methods of retraining without causing major inconvenience,for either firm

or employee. Corporations have been reluctant historically to implement

extensive in=house education programs, preferring to contract,out for

these services, but in recent years this trend has begun to change.

Whether the new communications devices intensify the movement away from

services delivered by educational institutions will probably depend on

the speed with which college and university educators adopt instructional

technologies tailored to worker needs and constraints. Certainfy, the
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be the overall costs and benefits of deliberately moving higher educa-.,

tion in this direction? .

First, er-ien with the large initial outlays of capital involved,^
college and, university Instruction would become less expensive. The

first few years of such an effort might be very difficult, for money

must be-spent to implement these technologies before avings can be

realized.. Innovative fUnding strategies (such as long-term, low interest

loans from the information.technology Industries) might be required. How-
.

ever, given the.difficult econoMic times ahead (see discussion in next

section), investing in such a chtine strategy could be very costleffective.

Second, massive faculty development efforts would be needed to prepare

faculty to use these technologies for instruction'and evaluat-on. Initial

resistance tbtechnological innovation is likely to be quite high; how-

ever, as faculty and administrators realize that new and largermarkets

for higher education are being created, this opposition will diminish.

Certainly, if colleges and universities do not adopt these approaches, a

competitive non-formal system of instructional delivery to home and work-

place settings is likely to appear.

Third, governance Cif college and university systems would become

mor,9 complex. Curriculum development and financing of higher)education

would shift toward centralizationi but the learning environment would be

decentralized to family and industry settings. New types of state-wide

telecommuniCations'regulations would be needed. Inequalities in educa-

tional opportunity would be reduced, as instruction becomes more standard-
.

ized and probably of uniformly higher quality (this opens up poSSitilities

of special federal funding). However, local campus control over educational

25



size of the potential market for\high quality technorogy-based training

is enormous, and some group--publv or private--will arise to fill this

need.

Tough's work in adult informal education indicates a yet larger

potential market fcr educational services. Cross-cultural surveys in-
,

dicate that 90% of adults conduct at least one major learning effort per

year, with the median person conducting.five separate projects per year

averaging one hundred hours each.
23

About twent.percent of these pro-

jects are Planned by a "professional" (someone paid, trained, or desig-

nated to facilitate the learning); almost all other projects.are designed

solely by the learner. The communications technologies.offer the potential

for delivering tailored, informal experiences to this very large group
PO

of potential clients.

The new information technologies, then, can provide alternative forms

of delivery which reduce the constraints on learning that many adult and

working studentsface. Often, these media demand modifications in the

instructional process to be effective (e.g. the disastrous "talking heads"-

approaches on television), but the functionalities described earlier seem

to be powerful enough to render even long-distance learningtinteresting

if properly applied. The new revenues and students such instructional

systems would generate could more than pay for the capital costs and

retraining needed to initiate these technology-based approaches.
A

Implications for Higher Education

These develgPing_technologies illustrate what could be done to

change the existing instructional model in higher education. All the

necessary hardware currently exists; the software does not. What would
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conte t would be somewhat diminished, and the need for quality control

in curr lum'development would be very high.

Summary

As the implications above illustrate, the use of tnstructional
# .

.technology in higher education Would'be a mixed.blessing. On balance,

however, the monetary savings and increased markq share such innovations

wctuldcreatemake them attractive avenues for exploration. A first step

might be tO initiate some pi.lot projects designed to research:

1: the degree tb'which these technologies can each be used in

training-oriented Courses,
mb,

2. the optimal mix of these different types of educational devices,

. the "side effects"-such technologie have on the sociology of

the clasiroom environment, and

4. the best organipt,ional st,ructury for coordinating multi-campus
0

technolOgical networks.

,Education has traditionally beeN one of the sectors of society most

resistant to technological changt. Now that infnrnation management -

technologies,are,bpcoming cost-effective, higher ed ation should take the

lead in explorAng their possibAities, especially given the concentrattpn

of information the econaic.challenges of the 1980s.

26
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ECONOMIC IMPACTS ON HIGHER EDUCATION

The financing of higher edUcation and demand for it6 services Are

intricately interconnected to the fiealth of the national economy. .A

detailed forecast of economic tfends in the 1980s fs beyond the scope of

this paper; certainly,, developments in this sector are less predictable

than demographic or technological change. However, some macro-level state-

lments can be made abodt "human capital" investments and the work force in

the nexedecade. A sense of the likely range of economic futures for the

U.S. can also be delineated, to indicate the'amount of ftexibility needed

in strategic planning for educational finance.

Higher Education as an Investment

To some extent, the choice to attend-% college or university is an

ecpnomic calculation. The costs of higher education (both direct and in

-foregone earnings) are Compared to likely benefits in occupation-al access

and long-term enhancement of income. Historically, these benefits have

been high; a number of-emerging trends, however, threaten to reduce these

incentives for prospective students.

much of the recent growth in the size of the labor force has

come from increased female participation. Estimates are that fiftl-six,

percent of U.S. women will be in the labor force by 1990, a participation .

rate for females in the prime working-age bracket (20-54)`.of seventy-five

percent. At present, however, women as a group liave much lower earnings

than men (in 1974, the median wage for women working full-time was only

57.percent of the Male median).24 This situation is not improving, as

increasing their educational attainment has unfortunately not,helped women

to equalize their salaries relative to men. A college-educated woman

27
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earns approximately the same amount, On average, as a white male who

has ony completed elementary schaol.

;11his'disparity is partially dile to discriminatory 'forces in high

status occupations, but alsareflects the factAhat women workers tend

'to be clustered in a few occupations--primarily clerical,,nursjng, and

teaching jObS--which are not highly salaried. The "bottom line" is

that, from an economil point of'view, women.have less to gain from in-

creased higher educat'qn than men do; similar arguments can be made for

minority groups. Yet, recruitmentof women and minorities is very

important if colleges and universities are to counter future problems
.

of,declining student population.

A second factor that will reduce the financial attractiveness of ,

higher education 'is that underemployment is increasing, as the number of

educated persons grows more quickly than the number,of jobs which require

academic training. For example, by 1992, about 22 percent of the labor .

force will have four or more years'of college, compared to 16'percent

today and 7 percent twenty-five years ago. As A result, a college educa-

tion has rapidly become no guarantee to a high salary; in fact) between

1970 and 1975, the wages for high school graduates ages 25-34 increased

32% while those of comparable.college graduates rose only 19%. Over the

last fifteen years, the proportion of male college graduates who have

had to settle for non-professional/non-managerial jobs has increased three-

fold; the proportion of women hat,grown fourfold. Based on these trends,

the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics projects a "surplus" of college

graduates reaching 140,000 annually by 1985. Students attending colleges

and universities' in the 1980s will neetl to be given both realisti?

28
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expectations of their employmeht possibflities and skills in life

planning to help them cope wIth potentdal underemployment.

One factor which may help alleviate a drop in student enrollment

caused by underemployMenilis that:a "promotion squeeze" may develop by

1990. the concentration of workers in the 25-45 age bracket will be

very high,(52% of the labor force), and the ratio of younger workers to

senior workers (who generally occupy the higher positions) will there-

fore increase sharply. In 1972, for example, there were only 98 workers

35-44 years old for every 100 workers 45-54; by.1985, there will,be 142.25

As career ladders become severely congested, manyjrustrated Workers may

use higher education as a route to midlife career chwIge.

A third disincentive to college and university enrollment is that
zo.

total discretionary income for U.S. households peaked in 1972, and in

recent years has declined markedly under the,impact of inflation. Drops

in discretionary income have a significant effect on the public's ability

to support higher education through tuition, taxes, and contributions.

Minority families are especially hardhit by this problem, as the income

gap between white and black families historically grows in times of

economic difficulty. Thus, since inflation will continue at record rates,_

(as later discussion will indicate), the ability of faMIlies to make a

"human capital" investment in higher education may decline. -

The-Range of Economic Futures for the U.S.

The 1980s are likely to be a time of ?ilajor economic instability afld

uncertainty, astthaotic a period as has existed Since the 1930s. On the0

domestic:level, pressure will increase for protection of American jobs by

limiti o eign iMports, even at the cost of forcing consumers to buy
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higher priced goods. Long-term, this may strengthen the eroding
b

American industrial base and provide needed capital for: investment.

Short-terM, protectionism will cOntribute to the inflationary spiral

and4may Nave serious international repercussions as other countries

take similar steps in response.

Gldgally, economic interdependence has become so-profound that

small scale disruptions in a minor country may culminate in grave world-

wide economic difficu% lties. Oilippplying nations are one obvious example;

less well known is the potential .impact of defaults"on indebtedness by

countries such as Mexico, Brazil, Ecuador, Or Turkey. (Brazil has .

accqmulated such a large debt=-primarily to U.S. banks--that two-thirds

of its-total export profits go to pay interest costs). A national or

evdn global.economic depression could be triggered should any of these

countries suddenly repudiate their obligations.

No obvious short-term solutions are available to' control theseird
1

other) potential sources of economic instability or to livit the negative

consequences should a crisis develop. The spectrum of potential economic

futures for.the U.S. in Vie 1980s is thus relatively br'Coad, ranging from

a slow reemergence into the prosperity of Te 1960s to a sudden collapse

into.economic catastrophe. Even with its prosperity based on ne com-
-

paratively secur:e ene6y, health, and information technology industries,
-

Texas-is vulnerable to economic disruption frob these extra-siate forces.

Per(laps theist "optiqjstic" probable future for the U.S. in the next

decade is one in which technology'and industrial productivity success-

fully meet the challengeslhat now confront the American economy. This

scenario would have the following Characteristics:

-
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--The next five years dise a period of national economic instability

and uncertainty, with high rates of inflation erod14'n 9ducation's

-ik resource base and with intense competition among the man service

sectors for limited amounts of funding.

--The five year's following see the gradual reemergence of national

economic prosperity, brought about by technological advances'which

relieve energy shortages and by large amounts of capital invest-

Aent which increase American productivity.

--The political climate for augmenting educational iunding becomes

increasingly positive, as massive job retraining and the emergence

of an information7based economy make "human capital" an attractive

investment.

The other extreme--and we will call it "pessimistic," although some

would prefer it to the first--presents a very different picture{:

-.:The initial five years of national economic instability and un-

certainty described above culminate in an economic collapse, as
,

technology and technocracy prove impotent to solve resource and

productivity problems. Inflation and unemployment both reach

record levels; little money is available for education.,

--Ameribahs go through.a period of intense reexamination of cultural

values and priorities, as traditional problem-solving strategies

prOve useless in alleviating this crisis. A "transformatfonal"

society begins to emerge, stressing cooperation, environmentalism,

humanism, and comounity at the expense of material,affluence aid

fiigh technology.
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--The political cliM4te for increased educational funding begins

to improve, as Americans recognize the crucial need for education

in attaining this new v4lue system and in moving tO a lower con-

symption lifestyle.

jileither of these-extreme scenarios is likely .to occur, but they do

i.

illustrate the endpoints on a continuum of probable futures, for the U.S.

in the next decade. One striking' conclusion which can berdrawn is that

the range of possible futures which educational policymake5s,must be pre-
,

pared to anticipate is relatively large'and the level of uncertainty,

0
particularly about secure funding for education, is unusually high.

Hence, state plans for higher education will need a high degree of

flexibility and a large number.of contingency strategies to be effective.

Inflationary Pressures on Higher Education

How may such a variable 4nd hazardous economic-outlook affect the

huMan service areas? Education, health, government, and the other labor-

intensiveiervice industries are likely.to experience'grave financial

difficulties in the next dedade. Certainly, i severe downturn in the-
..

national economy would adversely affect:budgets in these areas; less

obvious are the,negative effects that-a long peribd of hidh inflation

would have. ,6nsidering the impact%of inflation,on colleges and

universities in somerdetail can illustrate how a number of quantitative

fiscal changes may interact to produce a profound qualitative shift.

Part of inflation's potential fyr grave damage occurs because citizent

seem to be approaching fhe maximum percentage of thelr income that they

areswilling to'spend for education (currently a:little less than 9% of

4

ONP). Jhe aging., of tlie,population; the dwindling percentage of taxpayers
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with students in college; and competition from the recreation, trans-

portation, housing, food,.and health sectons for the consumer do)lar

all are eroding potential funding for higher education. *Developments

/ such as serious consideration of Jarvis Proposition 2 in California

(which would slaSh human service expenditureliby one-third) indicate

that ,the trend toward more funds for education may be starting to reverse,

in part because*of the erosion of consumer dijetionary income dis-

cussed earlier.

Education's proportion of the,tax dollar has.continuously

because, in periods of inflation, capitalintensive industries outperform

labor-intensive sectors. For example, from 1965-75, the Consumer Price

dex rose 69%, but educational-costs rose 155%. Much of this can be

ributed,to salaries,rising faster than capital costs. The continuous

4mprovement of' machines in efficiency stands in sharp contrast to 'recent

low rates 1 in6rease in human Oroductivity'and is a key factor in .this

disparity.

For any-sector.of the economy, even small yearly reductions in budget

cumulate to a major drain on fiscal resources fairly quickly. At present,
410

inflationary losses for mdny educational agents are running at least four-

teen percent year (even with severe cost-cutting), but revenues are

, growing at only around seven percent per year: about a seven percent

net debit. In ten years, an averalle seven percent loss per yer will

leave colleges'and universitieS with one-half the revenues (in.real terms)

they now have.,

Further, given the general economic woes society erexpience from_ .

high inflation, higher education will not have a strong claim on social
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priorities in terms of extra furiding. Creating a favorable business

climate, reducing stress on the poor, minimizing government spendin),

and coping with international tensions will take prior ity, Thus, even

a high employment economic climate may well pose major problems for

colleges and universities if iriflAtion stays high; recession Or 1.

depression would create even more severe difficulties.

,

5Y11111.1'217
4

. 4.-

Clearly, detatled regional economic studies would be useful in

assessing the nation's likely economic status in the next decada:, Such

research might include:

- -statewide projections of labor force size, composition,.and

occupational Mix

--forecasts of underemployment and the.vulnerability c -4ach regions

economy to notional unemploymerq and inflation
0

- -assessMents of the relative effectiveness of various strategies in

cing the cost of higher educafion (including both,capital-

7''''

tensive and.labor-intensive modifications).

The data from these.--,Atudies would aid'inAhe preparation of contingency

plans for the market orientation and financing of higher education.

Conceivably, the economic'problems discussed above Will be smoothly

yesolved and .there will be ample-funds for higher education. However,

the threat of high inflation coupled with problems of unemployment,

resource depletion, 'and pglitieal instability could create a very difficult

economic4utUre. Beset by adverse changes in both demographics and finance,

colleges and universities might. en serioN4 have to consider shifting to

the more capital-intensive, educational technology based model of instruc-
41,

tion outlined eorlier.
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CHANGES IN LDUCATION'S POLITICAL CliMATE

Forecasting,shifts in the cultural and political context of higher

education is very difficult.. The attitudes of citizens are likely to be

quite volatile in the next few years, as economic turbulence and tech-

nological advance create rapid, unstable social change. However, a few

general statements can be made about probable hanges in cultural beliefs

and values, the political mood which these will engender, and the implica-

tions for colleges and unimersifies.

The Cultural Contextof the 1980s

Social instability and change and a growing sense of lack of con-
a

trol will create difficulties in coping for many people, as the tech'...

nological.and bureaucratic complexity of society increases and the economic

situation,worsens.c Reliance-on the advice of "experts" for most decisions

will becomeincreasingly necessary, yet citizensmill resent miking

choices'on the basis of blind trusl. Univeral socialization of the 4

population to the multiple, higher-order cognitive and affective skills

required,for participation in society would help alleviate this erosion

of democracy by technocracy (and may be essential to the proper functioning

of a high technology society). However, many will be unwilling to

allocate to higher education the major resources needed to do this

socialization.

Heightened values congicts will-oCcur, as multi le special interest

l/groups do battle on individual ethical issues such a s abOrtion, individual
/

,rights and responsibilities, and biomedical manipulation. Perceived in-

capacities of technology and teChnocracy to deal with current crises will

cause a major struggle between those who continue to espouse a narrowly
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rational, high technology-based, mate'rialistic "American Dreae and

those whoproselytize for a shift to a more adaptive, ecolog'icat,, spiritual

lifestyle. This conflict will reflect the uncertainty among Americans

about whether the "optimistic" or the "pessimistic" economic scenario

discussed earlier will prevail.

Planning, leadership, and self-renewal will become increasingly

problematic for institutions, as respiohding to crises in the "here and

now" consumes ever greater amounts of time and resources. One risk of

this cultural anomie at a time of economic distress is the emergence of

a charismatic dictator, who will use."rally around America".ideology as

a basis for limiting diversity and pfuralism.

Leadership will become very difficult in higher education, as

multiple, continual prOblems drain resources. The strains which students

experience in their lives will make maintenance of traditional academic '

stfidards almost impossible. A pervasive sense of jack of control will

cause disillusionment, apathy, and cynicism about the.possibilities of

preserving the current college and university system.

Shifts in Politics and Governance

Financial pressure on citizens will intensify the existing "anti-.

taxes" movement, and business:groups will attempt to link anti-regulatory

miguments to this cause. The result will be a pervasive "reduce governance"

stance. Conflicting pressures will come from those who push for "strong

leadership" to ride roughshod over inconvenient regulations and safeguards.

Representative democracy will thus be eroded by pressures both for

localism and for unitary authority.
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Public response to emerging resource crises (e.g. water) will con-
,

tinue to be directed toward programs for crash priority replenisnment.

-These willitend to be briented towarehigh technological sophistication

rather than conservation measures,involving lifestyle changes. Com-

petition among federal (and state) prior:ities will become extremely

intense, to the relative detriment of long-range needs and issues.

Demands foraccountability and.evidence of competence will force

conservative decisionmaking and the proliferation of paperwork to docu-

ment performance. These tendencies will create further problems in

institutional ability to respond to chatige. Gains made toward increased

citizen input into decisionmaking may be reversed as efficiency and

effectiveness decline and publit antipathy to red tape and slow decision

procedures grows. "Academic freedom" and tenure will be seen as luxuries

by increasing numbers of taxpayers.

Concern will increasb about the relative economic and military status

of the United States in the world. National defense Will reLmerge as a

top priority area, and the performance of colleges and universities will

be adversely compared to that of their counterparts in other countries.

A tendency toward forceful action to ensure availability of key resou..ces

will be coupled with a belief that U.S. affluence is more important than

global egalitarianism. Some conventional "police actions" may occur as a

new, multiple country Cold War evolves. Snould this take place, potential

college and university students may instead be conscripted into military

service, and an emphasis on high quality schooling for the intellectual

elite is likely to reemerge.

Alternative student financing systems may well be considered as
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federal funds become more constrained. Joseph Froomkin discusses
01k!k

three possible approaches in his book on federal policy in higher

education: t6e laissez faire strategy, the Swedish model, and the

eclectic system.26
s,

- -The laissez faire strategy would burden each student with the .

1

full- cost of his higher education, using a system of public

Joans (conventiOnal or,income-contingent) and eliminating college

and uAiversity subsidies from public expenditures.

- -In contraSt, the Swedish model assumes that all costs of post-

secondary education are shouldered by the state,'regardless of

the family income af the Student. Here, grants and very long-

,

terM, low:interest loans would supplement current public sub-
a

sidies from taxes.

--The eclectic model combinesfeatures of each *ring government

sUbsidies ta encourage college and university students to -study

and wortk concurrently. The bachelors'degree would become a siX

year program for many students, who would spend 25-30 hours per

week in the-workplace.

Whether any of these modelS are actually ,adopted, contingency planning

should be done to evaluate their relative strengths and weaknesses, as

the federal and state governments are both likely to begin examining

current financing systems carefully.

In general, a temptation for federal polleymakers will be to fund .

only immediate-iMpact, targeted programs as a method of building con-
,

stituent sapport for educational funding by Congress. Such a strategy can

only backfire eventually, as probleps of colleges and universities worsen..
4

-for lack of attention to their root causes
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Summary

Heightened tersion, struggles among special interest groW, ena

a general vacuum of common purpose in the society will'make the 1980s

a very difficult time politically: Funding from traditional sources

will become increasingly hard tp obtain, as the hfstorical role of
\

higher education is seen as spmewhat peripheral to current tocjetal
4

concerns. Theautonomy of college ahd'Univesity governance could be '

threatened, as citizens &mend efficiency in achieving relatively limited

goals. To surmount these challenges, higher education will need to

forge a new rOle in the 1980s, an overarching purpose which again makes

it central to AMerico's strength and prosperity.
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NPW DIRECTIONS FOR HIGHER EDUCATION

The next decade does not appear to be a period in which colleges

and universities can afford to cling to present approaches, hoping for

American society to return to the educational attitudes'and funding

characterjstic of the 1960s. Earlier in this papers., a shift in the

current model-of higher education toward capitahAntensive, technological

strategies wat suggested as a potential new direction Given generally

conservative attitudes on what colleges and universities shgUld be, how

might such a change be justified?

,One approadvmight be to,define a new function for higher educatidn.

Colleges and universities, as a collective whole, would become responsible

for coordinating knowledge production and distribution systems. That is,

higher education, as the sector best equipped to accomplish these vital

purposes, would:

'--coordinate the .process of inticipating societal needs for knowledge

--develop in educational institutions the capacity tor training

appropriate levels of humir resources

--assess the ability of :current institutional research mechanisms

for generating needed knowledge, and augment this capability where

necessary

--organize the dissemination to citizens of vital knowledge so that

it is fully utilized 4

Such a mandate would include expanding educational services to all adults,

using campuses, families, communities, the workplace, and the media.

Intrinsic would be activities as diverse as helping develop TV programming

to respond to a gasoline crisis, initiating long-range studies of "the



basics" needed by citizens in the next ten years, and'participating

in "partnerships for productivity"*with industry.

Some of these activities now take place at varying level.s of

quality within colleges and universities. Others have been left4to

the "invisible hand" of economiC seft-interest. A lack of overall

coordination and integration, however, has resulted in many of the emergent

problems of the 1980s. For higher education to assume these central

coordination reSponsibilities seems the bett-solution, because the pro-

duCtion of knowledge and human resources is its primary function and this

new nole is entwtned with its current goals and responsibilities.

cSuch a new goal transcends "fine tuning" of the existing system to

give a simultaneous mandate for expanded services and a carefully limited

set of objectively measurable priorities Which colleges and universities

are best equipped tb execute. The costs of implementing these additiOnal

-responsibilities may well be more than defrayed by the increased efficiency

of integrated efforts and by the,benefits in societal productivity that

ensue. In fact, when compared to the results of a laissez faire *roach
for the past decade,.this strategy'provides such a potehtial strencithening

of economic productivity at to be justified on tat,basis alone. Thus,

this preposed change represents a discriminate augmentation of hiiher

education's mandate based on cost/benefit consideritions and arguments

for efficiency and effectiveness.

What would need to be done to explore this potential new direction?

first, a series of studies needs to be undertaken to determilre and docu-

ment the cost to society of not now coordinating:
c.1

I. 'ihe anticipation of societal needs for knowledgp,



2. the development of human resources,-

3. the generation Of needed knowledge, and

4. the dissemination of knowledge to citizens.

Such studies could seiwe as the basis of a rationale for organizing

the activities now taking place in these individual areas.

Second, the relatiVe roles of individUals; corporations; educa-

tional institutions; local% state, and federal governments; and other

social agents in knowledge production and distribution need to be

delineated. In particular, the essentiality of a central coordinating

role must be evident if public and private.support is to be obtained.

Third, current coTlege and university efforts to improve portions of

the knowledge production and distribution process need to be assessed.-

The competence of existing programs in this area must be documented and

their cost-effectiveness shown.
_

If sich a rationale is carefully built and documented, the very trends

that threaten the wellbeing of colleges and universities will become

argumehts for the priority of maintaining high quality higher education.

Perhaps some other new direction would be more appropriate. The key

point is the necessiiy of determining how colleges and universities can
g.\

be perceived as centrally important to the prosperity of the nation. Other-
.

'Wise, even the best planning efforts will be met by indifference on the

part of decisionmakers'outside of education.
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CONCLUSION -

All of education is predicated on images Of the.future. Educa-

tional research is tailored to the future contexts in which it is to

be used, instruction is based on a vision of the world in which today's

. students will be decisionmakers, and college and university budgets

assume that eeonomic and demographic projections will be accurate. What

does it mean for our daily work if the future seems ever more indeterminate
4 -

and negative developments ,increasingly likely?

When people aren't certain apoutWISTIT going to happen, or the

filture seems threatening to them, the natural response is to retreat into

a psychological framework in which we say, "I don't know what's really

going to happen1, but the safest thing is.io assume that at least some

things will stay the samel." These perennial issues are the areas in which

I'm going to work; it's tooxisky to respond to a mere probability.w 5p,

'almost all our current .efforts are spent wrestling with "eternal" educa-

tional issues and problems. Perennial concerns are and should

absorb perhaps 70% of our resources, but the other 30% needs to be

oriented toward resolving ithe'uncertain future issues outlined above. The

least .speculative stance to adopt is to.acknowledge and prepare for

legitimate indeterminacX,

This paper has argued that major demographic, economic, and political

disruptions are likely in the 1980s. The vailous research studies suggested

in each section will be useful in anticipating these oncoming.problems,

particOarly if these projects are integrated into an overall planning and

moniioring system for higher education. Use of some such approch would

be helpful in evolving a master plan which can move from reacting to
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projected.developments into shaping a new vision of what higher educa-

tion can become.

The 1980s wip be a grim period in part because America believed

that a pre college education was sufficient for most citizens, that a

!high tech4 logy society could be run by a small group of experts and

staffed by a large group of people with rudimentary knoWledge in "theA

basics." This assumption is obviously wrong; a complex society'reguires

thafeAch citizen be as intelligen't and creative as possible. The costs

, to our society of not eaucating one persori--in terms of crime, welfare

expenditures, and foregone productivity--are far higher than the expenses

of a good eihication from birth throughout;life. For this reason, it is

vital that higher education assume a more central roleAn the lives of
%

itizens, thus Taying the foundation for a bright future.
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